On the new Herbert Smith Freehills Podcast channel, our experts discuss mergers and acquisitions issues in Australia.

Tune in as our experts discuss recent transactions, their challenges and key legal issues, while highlighting considerations to watch out for in future transactions.

**Latest episode: 2019 Retrospective: Some key developments in Australian M&A**

Robert Nicholson discusses key developments in Australian M&A in 2019 including Board spills, stub equity and reverse break fees with Kam Jamshidi, Sam Kings and Jason Jordan.

[Listen on Apple](#)
SUBSCRIBE
Our podcast is available on iTunes, Spotify and SoundCloud and can be accessed on all devices. You can subscribe and be notified of all future episodes.
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If you have any questions, or would like to know how this might affect your business, phone, or email these key contacts.

RODD LEVY
PARTNER, MELBOURNE
+61 3 9288 1518
rodd.levy@hsf.com

ANDREW RICH
PARTNER, SYDNEY
+61 2 9225 5707
andrew.rich@hsf.com

LEGAL NOTICE
The contents of this publication, current at the date of publication set out above, are for reference purposes only. They do not constitute legal advice and should not be relied upon as such. Specific legal advice about your specific circumstances should always be sought separately before taking any action based on this publication.
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